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**Abstract**
This article explores the historical and societal roots of transnational partisan foreign and security policy preferences in Europe and assesses whether and how foreign and security policy is structured by the European party system today. It points to the existence of transnational dimensions in the contestation of European foreign policy that are consistent with the dominant axes of partisan competition on a European level (ideology and integration). The ideological dimension is mitigated by the small policy stretch between major party families in the core of the European party system. Even if it is a sign of the maturity of the European party system that it is able to structure in its core a still intergovernmental policy area, the nature of foreign policy as a prerogative of member-states and the adoption of Euroscepticism by parties located in the extremes of national party systems conspire to make the integration axis a more relevant dimension of contestation of EU foreign policy. This means that the relevant patterns of contestation of EU foreign and security policy increasingly escape the existing range of rival views established by mainstream political forces.
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INTRODUCTION

The purpose of this article is to explore how EU foreign and security policy is contested and structured by European party families. This is a difficult test for the capacity of the European party system to offer citizens distinct options on issues of European governance. Foreign policy is the issue-area where EU competences are still subject to inter-governmental policymaking. However, the increasing willingness of the European Parliament to influence the discussion (if not the actual policies) in CFSP, and the creation of a European ‘foreign ministry’ (EEAS) and the post of a High Representative for CFSP with footing both in the Commission and the Council (where a partisan dimension coexists with a national one), point to the question whether and how political party competition on a European level has any bearing on EU foreign policy.

This article first examines ‘the past in the present’1 of preferences of major party families on European foreign policy, by showing that the transnational societal cleavages that gave rise to European party families also serve as roots of different preferences on European foreign and security policy. Second, it delves into the positions of European party federations (Europarties) and European Parliament Groups today and inquires whether the dominant axes of party competition on a European level (ideological and integration) also structure rival policy preferences in foreign and security policy. The findings point to a consistency in the way major party families contest issues of EU foreign and security policy along the ideological and integration axes. However, if one takes into account the positions of radical party families of the left and right, these results are mitigated. Competition along the ideological axis is much more meager than the one between major and radical party families that reflects an exacerbation of the integration axis and stretches policy space beyond the confines defined by competition between major party families.

POLITICAL PARTIES AND FOREIGN POLICY: A BASIC FRAMEWORK

Despite its dominance in previous decades, the view that foreign policy is reducible to human rationality or a state’s relative position in the international distribution of power is today set aside, in favor of more sophisticated views that account for the contestation of foreign policies on material/institutional (contestation between pressure groups and different sections of bureaucracies, the interplay between

---

institutional settings of domestic and international levels etc.) or ideational grounds (contestation of national identities, foreign policy discourses etc.). In this context, the study of the impact of party politics on foreign policies is an important field of research where scholars have inquired, among others, into the role of partisan ideologies in foreign policy, the dynamics of coalition government in foreign policy making, the role of parties as conduits of societal interests in foreign policy, and the relation between foreign policy traditions and the cleavages permeating party politics.

I contend that partisan foreign policy reflects and supports the visions of parties about domestic political, economic and social rule. Such arguments have already been made with reference to questions of European foreign policy and security. For example, Rathbun has made the argument that military interventions in the Balkans in the 1990s were contested by European parties in accordance with their position on the Left-Right axis, while Schuster and Maier have highlighted how ideology informed European governments’ positions on the 2003 Iraq war. Foreign policy positions of political parties then stem from parties’ visions of domestic society. Foreign policy is seen here as practically and symbolically underpinning a party’s preferences on issues of economic distribution, social values and domestic governance. In this way, contestation of foreign policy is nothing more but a reflection of the main lines of competition around socioeconomic and value issues in a political system. If this is true for nation-states, the question becomes to what extent it also applies to the EU. This is the question, which this article addresses.
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8 Rathbun, supra n. 4.


ATLANTICISM-EUROPEANISM AS A FOREIGN POLICY CLEAVAGE AND EUROPEAN PARTY POLITICS

The main cleavage in European foreign and security policy has concerned since the end of World War II the balance in Europe’s relations between the United States and Russia, first during the Cold War in the context of Europe’s division and afterwards from the perspective of a unified Europe’s position in a globalized world. As it has evolved since the end of the Cold War, this ‘Atlanticism-Europeanism’ cleavage structures two juxta posed ideal-types in the way the same issues are perceived. Those who support an increased role for NATO in European affairs also tend to view Europe and the US (the ‘West’) as natural allies and are suspicious of Russian motives and influence in Europe (so long as Russia remains a semi-authoritarian state at least). Those who prefer a more emancipated role for Europe in global affairs also tend to see Russia as an interlocutor in European security. This cleavage does not only pit some states against others, but also cuts across national borders as political forces in all European states hold varying visions of European security.

The European People’s Party (EPP) started off in the 1950s as the most coherent and ideological family but has today become the most heterogeneous one. Initially the assembly of Catholic Christian-democratic parties from Western Europe, the EPP today comprises Scandinavian and Mediterranean conservatives, and centre-right parties with origins in dissident anti-Communist movements in Central and Eastern Europe. Today EPP members have converged their policy profiles to a ‘centre-right’ political identity. In general, the centre-right has steadily moved towards the right in socioeconomic issues over the last 30 years, while it diluted its original federalist ideas and turned to leaner versions of integration in Europe.


12 Stahl et al, supra n. 11, at 418-419.


15 Marks and Wilson, supra n. 1.
EPP members have held during and after the Cold War an Atlanticist stance in European foreign and security policy. Due to different historical trajectories, most party-members of the EPP are historically suspicious of Russia’s role in European security
16 and think that Europe has to stand side by side with the US
17. Due to Christian-democrats’ and conservatives’ strong opposition to Communism, most EPP parties had been supporters of NATO’s presence in Europe, a position that has been carried over after the end of the Cold War. The EPP has also carried over the foundational idea of Christian-democratic parties from the Cold War, i.e. that Europe can and should unite not in opposition to, but in conjunction with America’s role in the continent
18. But while Christian-democrats were federalist in defence and security, the enlarged EPP after the end of the Cold War became much less so lest Europe’s independent foreign and security policy standing lead to disengagement from the US or flirtations with Russia.

The Party of European Socialists (PES) and the Socialist and Democrats Group in the European Parliament (S&D) include labour and social-democratic parties from Northern and Western Europe, socialist parties from the South, and post-Communist parties from Central and Eastern Europe
19. Just like the EPP, due to the waning of most historical cleavages in Europe, PES members have undergone a process of homogenization. In foreign and security policy socialists have occupied a different position on the Atlanticism-Europeanism axis than the EPP. During the Cold War, these parties were at the forefront of efforts to mitigate the consequences of Europe’s division and supported détente
20. At the same time, social democratic and socialist parties were anti-communist and understood the need for American presence and security guarantees in Europe
21. This did not always sit well with social-democracy’s pacifist inklings (as evidenced for example in the 1980s NATO missile crisis).

17 The French Gaullists are the most important outlier in this narrative. Once proponents of a united Europe as a counterbalance to the US, they have slowly adapted to conservative conceptions on foreign policy and security. See J. Shields, ‘The French Gaullists’, in J. Gaffney (ed.), Political Parties and the European Union (Routledge, New York, 1996), pp. 86-109; Stahl et al, supra n. 11.
19 Marks and Wilson, supra n. 1.
After the end of the Cold War, PES continued to represent this conditional Atlanticism. As the 2003 Iraq war crisis showed, European social-democracy’s support for close links between Europe and the US only goes as far as specific ideological understandings about world politics allow. America is seen as a needed partner in the management of world affairs, but is also not exempt from criticism. Same with Russia: Continuing the détente tradition, social democrats see it as an inescapable partner in Europe, but not without reservations. European socialists’ position on the extent of European integration in foreign and security matters has historically been the mirror image of that of Christian-democrats: Once opposed to what they perceived as a polarizing pro-American and divisive model of European integration, from the 1980s onwards they have come to support the notion of European unity in foreign policy, both as a complement and a counterbalance to the US when needed.

The liberal party family is united under the banner of the Alliance of Liberals and Democrats for Europe (ALDE). ALDE membership reflects the historical cleavage inside European liberalism between national-liberalism and social-liberalism. Social-liberals come closer to social democrats when they seek stronger regulation of the economy, while national-liberals are committed to an unfettered functioning of the market and a lean design of the EU. The internal tension between national and social liberalism has been expressed in foreign and security policy as well. Historically national-liberal parties have been Atlanticist, while social-liberal parties had found themselves at odds with the US during the Cold War. Liberal parties were also at the forefront of détente, presenting themselves as more pragmatic in dealing with the Soviet Union than conservatives. After the Cold War, liberals have tried to carve out a distinct profile by stressing their moderation, the originality of their proposals and their ability to see both the US and Russia as important partners of Europe.

HOW IS PARTY COMPETITION ON A EUROPEAN LEVEL STRUCTURED?

Scholarship on European party politics has asserted that competition between political parties on the European level is consistent along an ideological axis: A
‘regulation model’ posits that the European party system revolves around a socioeconomic axis of competition (left-right), while the work of Gary Marks and his associates describes a pro-and anti-European integration dimension overlying an ideological axis composed of socioeconomic left-right and value-ideological libertarian-authoritarian dimensions. Gabel and Hix include the integration dimension as an orthogonal axis to the left-right with the possibility of producing multiple combinations of ideological and integration positions in policy space.

While in socioeconomic matters one could accept the prevalence of a classical ‘regulation’ left-right pattern of competition, discussions about the direction of EU foreign policy as such cannot be divorced from the question of the extent of EU competences in an as-yet intergovernmental policy area. Marks and his associates argue that the main dimension of ideological competition in Europe (which absorbs the socioeconomic left-right and the libertarian-authoritarian value axes) consistently structures attitudes towards integration as well, with support for more EU powers increasing as one moves from right-authoritarian to left-libertarian. Yet there are two qualifications to this argument: First, it provides an accurate snapshot of where things stand today, but it is not necessarily always accurate across time. Second, and most important, it describes accurately the political space occupied by the big three party families and smaller forces on bordering them (such as Eurosceptic Conservatives and Greens), but fails to accommodate the anti-integration attitudes of families even further on either extreme, the radicals of the right and left. As we will see, for these reasons as well as because the integration dimension is crucial in an EU policy area where intergovernmentalism remains strong, a two-dimensional mapping of policy space in European foreign policy is more appropriate.

THE EUROPEAN PARTY SYSTEM AND EUROPEAN FOREIGN AND SECURITY POLICY

The positions of the three big party families, the ‘nucleus of the [European] party system’, with highly institutionalized structures of cooperation (European party
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Gabel and Hix, supra n. 28.

31 This is due to supranational competences of the EU in socioeconomic policy, even though the Eurozone crisis may have introduced (or strengthened) the national dimension here recently.


33 See the discussion in Gabel and Hix, supra n. 28, at 107-112.
federations (Europarties) and European Parliament Groups), are crucial in determining the direction of European transnational party competition. In this section, I will focus on the policies of the big three party families in three foreign policy issues that make up the essence of the Atlanticism-Europeanism axis: EU-NATO relations, transatlantic relations in a global context, and EU-Russia relations. Then I will look into the foreign and security policy positions of the two major radical party families of the right and left. Even though neither boasts the transnational structures of cooperation enjoyed by the three major party families, radicals of the left and the right share enough common characteristics to be considered distinct ‘party families’. Finally, based on this analysis, I will map the space of partisan contestation of European foreign policy and assess to what extent it is consistent with the existing dimensions of contestation of European socioeconomic governance and integration.

a) Ideology and Atlanticism-Europeanism

The ideological axis absorbs foreign policy issues in a consistent way in the core of the European party system, with Atlanticism receding as one moves from right to left. There is a slight polarization between EPP’s Atlanticism and PES’s Europeanism, with the liberals occupying the middle ground, in conjunction with how these party families are placed along the ideological axis. However, the actual policy distance between the three core party families is pretty small in foreign policy (much as it has shrunk in other policy areas as well). The three core party families have today converged to a foreign and security policy set that may be said to constitute the ‘national interest’ of the EU. All three see the presence of NATO in Europe as necessary, acknowledge that relations and ties with the US are very important, accept that Europe has to promote some distinct values and norms in the international scene (human rights, multilateralism), understand that dialogue with Russia is difficult but necessary, and promote a more effective representation of the EU internationally. This set of common assumptions creates a very narrow space within which these party families differ, but still their differences align them along the Atlanticism-Europeanism axis in accordance with their alignment along ideological lines.

The Centre-right is the most energetic in its support for a close transatlantic link. Indeed, as the EPP admits, the transatlantic relation is not a means but a goal in itself\(^{37}\), as it not only ensures European security and prosperity but also serves as a powerful symbol of Europe’s identification with a Western community of values. European security policy’s main goal should be to maintain NATO’s presence in Europe. The EPP sees world affairs through a distinctly ‘Western’ prism, seeing new global powers as competitors to the US and Europe, who then must close ranks to face up to the challenge together. The EPP stresses the differences between the West and the ‘Rest’ in issues of democracy, rule of law and functioning of the market\(^{38}\). Finally, the EPP is the most candid party family towards Russia. The family’s association with outspoken anti-Russian politicians in Ukraine, Georgia and Belarus intensifies this feeling, and the EPP forcefully highlights human rights issues in Russia\(^{39}\). Also, the EPP, alone among party families, championed an assertive stance against Russia in Ukraine a long time before the crisis there came to a head.

The main dynamic inside the nucleus of the European party system on foreign policy is the opposition between the EPP on the one hand and ALDE and PES on the other. Liberals and socialists express an Atlanticism much more qualified than the one of the EPP. Especially for PES, America is a needed partner, but the US cannot be trusted to be in accordance with European interests and values all the time\(^{40}\). During the George W. Bush presidency PES was particularly assertive towards the US, and it is in moments like this that Europe’s foreign policy capacity is presented as a potential counterweight to the US (much to the opposite of the EPP’s understanding of European defence and its relationship to NATO). While the transatlantic link is the normative reference point of EPP’s foreign policy, PES lays more emphasis on multilateralism, and it sees new global powers in a less menacing light than the EPP\(^{41}\).

The liberals on the other hand can be seen as more Atlanticist than the socialists, but their rationale is much more practical and much less ideological than the one of the EPP\(^{42}\). ALDE also accepts the need of the transatlantic link, but is much more willing to


\(^{38}\) European People’s Party, *supra* n. 36.

\(^{39}\) European People’s Party, *supra* n. 36, at 32. Also see the EPP’s support for the stationing of anti-ballistic missiles in Eastern Europe, EPP-ED Group, Motion for a Resolution on the EU-United States Summit B6-0283/2008 by J.I. Salafranca Sanchez-Neyra, S. Zappala, J. Saryusz-Wolski, K. von Wogau, E. Brok and J. Evans on behalf of the PPE-DE Group (European Parliament, Brussels, 2008).

\(^{40}\) As European Socialists put it succinctly, ‘we are not indifferent to who governs America’; Party of European Socialists, *The EU on the International Scene: Promoting Sustainable Peace* (Party of European Socialists, Brussels, 2008), p. 129.


\(^{42}\) European Liberals, Democrats and Reformists, *Theme Resolution on the External Security and Defence Policy of the European Union* (ELDR Congress Resolution, Bucharest, October 2006), p. 1; A. Graf
stand up to America when issues of particular concern to the liberals (such as privacy and human rights within the context of anti-terrorism policies) are affected. Finally, when it comes to EU-Russia relations, PES and ALDE stress pragmatism and striking a balance between interests and values, considering engagement with Russia more effective than antagonism. While socialist policy positions seem more stable over time, the Liberals’ middle position in the ideological axis creates interesting changes in the tone and outlook of their positions. Indeed, at times ALDE has expressed particularly pro-Russian positions as well as criticized vocally the state of human rights in Russia, and it has accepted a multilateral vision of world politics while acknowledging the importance of the transatlantic relationship. Liberals also are far less willing to see EU relations with rising powers in an ideological way than the EPP.

When it comes to the radical left and radical right, the concerns of both families meet, and sometimes even overlap, on crucial points. Opposition to NATO and the transatlantic link, and affinity to Russia are the two most striking examples. The ideological sources of these positions differ: For the far right, they go back to anti-democratic and authoritarian ideologies of the 19th and 20th century. For the far left, they reflect the updating of Marxist ideology and anti-capitalist outlook.

The radical left family is unanimous in its opposition to NATO and any antagonizing movements towards Russia. The radical right’s anti-Atlanticism concerns especially continental far-right parties like the French Front National and the Austrian FPÖ. Outliers include parties from countries with Atlanticist security traditions and strong anti-Muslim profiles like the Danish DF and the Dutch PVV. However even these parties are not stable in their attitudes towards the US and their pro-Atlanticist positions do not equate principled support for the deeply institutionalized transatlantic partnership as exists today. In the current crisis in Ukraine, radical leftist parties like the German Die Linke and the Dutch SP are markedly the most pro-Russian voices in their respective party systems. The French and Austrian radical right also doubted the democratic credentials of the anti-Yanukovych uprising, supporting, sometimes tacitly

---


43 The PES was much less enthusiastic about the stationing of missile systems in Eastern Europe than the EPP, and instead focused on the prospects of arms control in Europe.

44 European, Liberals, Democrats and Reformists, Response to the Conflict in Georgia (ELDR Congress Resolution, Stockholm, November 2008).

45 Alliance of Liberals and Democrats for Europe, Helsinki 2.0 for Democracy and Rule of Law in Russia (ALDE press release, 10 November 2011).


sometimes explicitly, Russia’s assertions\textsuperscript{48}. Even Geert Wilders in the Netherlands, usually not a big supporter of Russia, took a disinterested stance towards Ukraine.

Summing up, the major party families are aligned along Atlanticism-Europeanism according to their alignment along left-right, but the differences among them concern nuances of mostly commonly shared basic views on European foreign policy. The ideological axis plays a modest-to-strong role in structuring foreign policy alternatives along the Atlanticism-Europeanism cleavage in the nucleus of the European party system. Beyond the nucleus, the radical left’s anti-Atlanticism does not equate necessarily Europeanism to the extent that it does not lead to ideas about independent European security and defense capabilities. Rather, the ideological axis is fundamentally upset beyond the nucleus due to the anti-Atlanticism of most of the radical right that interrupts the congruence between the authoritarian-right end of the axis and Atlanticism.

\textit{b) The integration axis and European foreign policy}

In what concerns party family positions in foreign and security policy in the nucleus of the European party system, the integration axis is coterminous with the ideological axis. Europarty foreign policy positions reflect not just ideological stances on foreign policy but a family’s overall attitude towards European integration. Again, matters are quite nuanced: All major party families support in principle that Europe should ‘speak with one voice’ in global affairs\textsuperscript{49}. They all supported the creation of the EEAS and the post of the High Representative, inscribed in the Lisbon Treaty. However, the image becomes more varied if one looks harder into each party family’s justification and vision for Europe’s foreign policy. The EPP, for example, is adamant that Europe’s defence and security capacities be part of a better cooperation with NATO and burden-sharing within the Western alliance\textsuperscript{50}. The emphasis the EPP lays on lean and ‘smart’ integration of Europe’s military capacities as complement of the Western alliance fits well with the conservative mindset of European integration.

The PES on the other hand considers a more independent Europe a healthy addition for the Western alliance and the world\textsuperscript{51}, in the sense that the EU would be able to influence or substitute America when it strays away from values dear to PES like

\textsuperscript{48} These attitudes towards a popular uprising are particularly interesting for parties that otherwise propagate the power and rights of the ‘people’.


\textsuperscript{50} European People’s Party, \textit{supra} n. 36, at 34; European People’s Party Group, \textit{supra} n. 37, at 7.

\textsuperscript{51} Party of European Socialists, \textit{supra} n. 40, at 91.
international criminal justice and multilateralism. This also reproduces PES’ positioning along the integration axis, where over the years it has become more integrationist than the EPP, especially when it comes to social and environmental regulation. PES’ Europeanism in foreign policy was on its way to acquiring a more assertive character, but today socialists have had to accept that Europe’s independence in the world stage cannot materialize in the area of defence and security, given today’s economic situation. In this respect, NATO remains indispensable. Finally, liberals are positioned in the middle of the integration continuum. ALDE is clearly closer to PES in seeing Europe’s international standing as a way for the EU to play an independent role in international affairs, vis-à-vis Russia or emergent powers for example. At the same time, ALDE also stresses the importance of the transatlantic link, even though again it seems to be closer to PES than the EPP in thinking that an integrated European foreign policy’s goal should be a way to put the two partners on more equal footing.

In the nucleus of the European party system, the integration axis overlays the ideological one in foreign policy as well, with support for integration increasing as one moves from the Right/Atlanticism to the Left/Europeanism. As in socioeconomic issues, one can see the EPP, ALDE and PES align consistently from leaner to more ‘political’ integration in foreign policy, while the basic opposition dynamic seems to be again the pitting of the lean-integrationist EPP against the political-integrationist ALDE and PES. European party families promote a vision of EU foreign policy integration that goes hand in hand with their visions of European integration in the socioeconomic sphere and their attachment to various social values. Indeed, socialists have acknowledged in the past that the EU’s foreign policy independence is an important practical and symbolical complement of a ‘political Europe’, a key demand of progressive parties since the 1990s.

Radicals, populists and Eurosceptics of both ends of the spectrum propagate a strong opposition to any extension of EU powers in foreign and security policy. The sources of argumentation of course differ fundamentally. Parties of the far right express concerns about the EU taking over the prerogatives of the nation-state. Parties of the far left oppose what they see as the militarized and reactionary nature of European foreign and security policy. Both far right and far left parties adopt anti-integration positions

52 Party of European Socialists Group, supra n. 49, at 8; Party of European Socialists, Motion for a Resolution on the EU-United States Summit B6-0277/2008, by J.M. Wiersma, H. Swoboda, V. De Keyser and B. Hamon on behalf of the PSE Group (European Parliament, Brussels, 2008), at 6.
53 Marks and Wilson, supra n. 1, at 447-448.
54 Author’s interview, supra n. 23.
55 Noury, supra n. 28, at 49-50.
56 European Liberals, Democrats and Reformists, supra n. 44.
57 Party of European Socialists, supra n. 40, at 17.
as a way to embed and highlight their opposition to mainstream parties. Despite different origins of their anti-integration positions (more identity-based for the far right, more class-based for the far left), it has been shown that both party families have come to express today similar types of discontent with European integration woven around nationalism. In this respect, it is the opposition to European integration as currently constructed that forms the decisive and real common factor that informs their position on EU foreign policy. As a reflection of these parties’ position in their national arenas, their role in the political contestation of European issues lies much more in opposing further integration as such than instilling ideological dimensions in the discussion.

In the nucleus of the European party system, as Marks and Wilson claimed, major European party families’ support for European integration is a function of their positioning along the main ideological axis: Atlanticism and right-wing reticence towards an empowered and bureaucratic EU inform a reluctance towards an overtly ‘political’ and independent EU foreign policy, while integrationism and left-wing support for a strong regulatory EU underpin a support for a ‘political’ and independent presence of the EU in world affairs. In the nucleus, the integration axis seems to overlay (or reinforce) the ideological axis. Yet, the overall consistency of the ideological axis towards integration is undermined by the strong opposition of the far left to foreign and security policy capabilities of the EU – which is even more pronounced than that of the far right. Parties like the German Die Linke or the Dutch SP are explicitly supportive of national prerogatives in foreign policy. Instead, radical right parties like the Front National or the FPÖ, next to a fundamental opposition to the current design of CFSP, also make reference to goals and strategies of Europe (understood as a cultural rather than a political entity) in the world (which should be very different to those of the EU to be sure).

c) Mapping the policy space of European foreign and security policy

Starting with the big three party families, the image one would get would be neat and theoretically consistent, even if somewhat unexciting. The foreign policy cleavage of Atlanticism/Europeanism is perfectly absorbable in an axis containing both ideological

---

60 Using an influential typology, in foreign and security policy issues the radical left comes closer to a ‘hard’ version of Euroscepticism while the radical right can be seen closer to (though by no means perfectly fitting in) ‘soft’ Euroscepticism. See P. Taggart and A. Szczerbiak, ‘Europeanisation, Euroscepticism and Party Systems: Party-Based Euroscepticism in the Candidate States of Central and Eastern Europe’ (2002) 3(1) Perspectives on European Politics and Society, pp. 23-41.
and integration dimensions: Atlanticism recedes and Europeanism increases the more one moves away from the authoritarian right and opposition to more prerogatives for the EU, and towards the libertarian left and support for more prerogatives for the EU. The EPP, ALDE and PES are aligned along the foreign policy axis in a way that mirrors their relative positions along the socioeconomic, values and integration axes, thus signaling that the European party system can offer consistent options to European citizens on foreign and security policy as well. However, the actual policy stretch of this contestation of foreign policy is rather limited:

This neat image is upset if one takes into account the positions of the far right and far left political families. While neither family has the transnational organizational capacities of the big three, nor is there much in terms of transnationally elaborated foreign and security policy positions, both occupy an increasingly important place in national and, on aggregate, European party politics. These two families upset the patterns of contestation of EU foreign policy by exacerbating the integration axis and detaching it from the ideological axis. Both party families express today fundamentally anti-Atlanticist positions. In this way, the ideological consistency between Atlanticism-Europeanism and left-right is upset on the right. Also, both party families fundamentally oppose the extension of EU powers in foreign and security policy. In this way, the ideological consistency between Atlanticism-Europeanism and the integration axis is upset on the left.

This makes mapping the policy space of European foreign and security policy a challenge. In a previous section I indicated that a two-dimensional mapping (with integration cutting across the ideological axis) would be more accurate in capturing the dynamics of contestation of foreign policy. This mapping would look like that:

**Graph I: Contestation of CFSP along the Ideological and Integration Axes between the Three Major Party Families (the ‘Nucleus’ of the European Party System)**

1. Europeanism: 
   - PES: More Integration
   - ALDE: Right-Authoritarian
   - EPP: Less Integration

2. Atlanticism: 
   - PES: Left-Libertarian
   - ALDE: Up
   - EPP: Up

This mapping captures the dynamics of contestation in a more accurate way.
The problem with such a mapping is twofold: First, while positioning the three major party families is unproblematic, positioning the radical families is much less so. They would both have to be in the lower half of policy space, but in which quadrant? The radical right cannot be in the lower right quadrant because it is not Atlanticist and the radical left cannot be in the lower left quadrant unless one explicitly assumes that the extreme end of Europeanism is anti-Atlanticism. Second, the above mapping poses the problem that the lower left quadrant (Europeanism and opposition to European integration) is a conceptually impossible political profile. It would be paradoxical for a party to support more powers for the EU in the field of foreign and security policy (security Europeanism) while opposing a more political and integrated EU in other fields as well (general Europeanism)\(^{61}\).

Given that even within the nucleus of the party system the main competition dynamic seem to be between the principally Atlanticist EPP and the eclectic ALDE and PES, a more accurate mapping of policy space in European foreign and security policy would look like this:

\(^{61}\text{See footnote 11.}\)
Conceptualizing the main axis of contestation of CFSP as one of Atlanticism/Anti-Atlanticism allows us to position the two radical party families accurately. Europeanism is now not an extreme but part of the overall axis of foreign policy, denoting decreasing Atlanticism but not outright hostility towards the US and NATO. This move is necessary also because the anti-Atlanticism of the radicals is different from the third security policy tradition identified by Stahl et al, neutrality. Rather, much as the increasing relevance of radicals, populists and Eurosceptics in national arenas serves to gradually realign party competition away from standard ideological dimensions and towards a novel axis of globalization winners against losers, in European foreign policy it represents opposition to dominant institutional arrangements in Europe and the transatlantic area, beyond the existing confines of contestation like the Atlanticism-Europeanism divide.

In Graph III the radical left is positioned, by virtue of its preferences, further than the radical right on anti-integration and anti-Atlanticism. The three major party families

---

62 Stahl et al, *supra* n. 11, at 418.


64 This mapping also has the benefit that it creates four conceptually meaningful quadrants. For example, during the Cold War, the Front National and the FPÖ would fall in the lower right quadrant, as they were Eurosceptic but also pro-NATO.
retain their positions in the broad area where Atlanticism and Europeanism meet. If one wanted to draw a single main line of conflict, it would run diagonally from the Atlanticism/Integration quadrant to the Anti-Atlanticism/Anti-Integration quadrant. This line of opposition is more intense and polarizing than the opposition within the nucleus of the party system, which remains consistent with standard analyses of policy space in Europe and mainstream currents of thought in European security policy. The effect of the radical families on the contestation of foreign policy is the intensification of the integration axis, a reflection of their own adoption of Euroscepticism and populism as a political strategy in national arenas, and the stretching of policy space beyond the Atlanticism-Europeanism cleavage.

CONCLUSION: AFTER THE 2014 EUROPEAN ELECTIONS

The analysis of European party families’ positions on European foreign and security policy raises some significant conclusions: For the big three party families, prior ideological traditions and preferences on ‘domestic’ European governance play a big role in their positioning on the main foreign policy cleavage of Atlanticism-Europeanism, even if over time there has been a significant convergence between them. The analysis here vindicates the ‘past in the present’ view in foreign and security policy, as it reveals not only parties’ relative positioning in policy space of foreign policy, but also more specific opposition dynamics, with the EPP more ideological and farther away from socialists and liberals, who in turn share a certain eclecticism with regards to Atlanticism and Europeanism.

The above reflect the ability of the European party system nucleus to offer distinct policy options to voters on issues of European foreign policy, as well as the ability of party competition to absorb the integration axis into ideological discussions. This positive assessment however is mitigated by the second main finding: The integration axis cuts across the ideological axis when one takes into account radicals of the left and right. This upsets the congruence of the ideological and integration axes and makes it imperative to map European policy space along two dimensions, and to rethink the content of ideological competition over European foreign policy. In this view, the strongest opposition is the one between supporters and opponents of EU’s independent foreign policy capacity; and the ideological Atlanticism-Europeanism cleavage has to give way to an Atlanticism/Anti-Atlanticism axis as a more accurate depiction of ideological contestation.

The conclusions of this study become all the more relevant after the recent elections to the European Parliament, which resulted in the smallest ever combined strength of the three core party families (from more than 70% to less than two-thirds of seats). These elections also produced the strongest ever result for the main far left group in the EP, as well as a very strong showing for the various Eurosceptic forces of the right
(conservative, populist, radical and extreme), which added together would form the third largest force in the Parliament but remain divided among them. As Eurosceptic forces increased their representation, it is logical to expect a stronger showing for views that challenge the political and normative foundations of CFSP, including the close cooperation with the US and the need for stronger EU presence in world affairs. One expects then a polarization along the diagonal line of conflict between Atlanticism/Integration and Anti-Atlanticism/Anti-integration.

It should be noted however that this polarization is highly unbalanced. In a recent vote in the EP for the ratification of the EU-Ukraine association agreement for example (a highly charged issue indicative of the divides between proponents and opponents of CFSP), the result was an easy win for the mainstream forces (77% to 18% of the vote). The patterns of the vote followed strongly party-ideological lines, not a left-right pattern however but a mainstream v.s. spoilers (or nucleus v.s. extremes) one. In other external policy issues, such as the Transatlantic Trade and Investment Partnership (TTIP), one already witnesses patterns of ideological contestation within the nucleus along left-right/Europeanism-Atlanticism lines. But again, opposition to TTIP as such from the far left and far right is expected to be stronger and more forceful than the debate among the big three families over specifics of an agreement they all support in principle. If the big three end up supporting the final document, its ratification in Parliament would be all but certain, but again the impression would be that transnational ideological contestation of EU’s external policies among them covers only an ideologically narrow (if still numerically predominant) range of European opinion.

Despite their limited input to the day-to-day functioning of the institutional apparatus in Brussels, radicals of the right and left are formidable spoilers of the pan-European ideological game, particularly by constituting radical anti-integration outliers in multiple national arenas. Especially in foreign policy, their ability to influence is very strong, given that many basic foreign policy choices in Europe are still being made on the national level and EU decisions reflect (more than in other policy areas) intergovernmental bargaining. In most member-states party competition increasingly revolves around the opposition between mainstream pro-EU forces and radicals of both ends opposing the EU. This is bound to translate into foreign policy debates as well. As Europe faces important, difficult and interlinked choices in energy policy, relations with Russia and the Muslim world, enlargement and neighbourhood policy, and immigration and security, national governments will be increasingly forced to act upon the Atlanticist and (mild) integrationist consensus of CFSP. The active presence of radicals in national arenas and their joint ability to exacerbate the pan-

European integration axis of competition not only serves to contain substantially the ability of major party families to instill a transnational ideological dimension in the contestation of EU foreign policy (thus keeping it from becoming really ‘domesticated’ as a policy area in the eyes of the European public), but can also have an indirect but nonetheless important and detrimental impact on European foreign policy making.